


Module 3 

Setting Yourself Apart & Finding Your 
Business BFFs 



Today’s Plan 

  How to figure out what sets your business out 
from your competition. 

  How to analyze your competition so you can 
stay on top & identify potential partnerships. 



A few notes before we dig in 

  You might hear me say “USP” which stands for 
Unique Selling Proposition. It just means the thing(s) 
that differentiate your business from others. 

  Standing out doesn’t mean you have to be flashy or 
offer something totally unheard of. It can be much 
simpler than that. 



The Supermarket Example 



Compared to these businesses 



Questions to ask yourself to find your 
USP 

  Who do you work with? 
  What is your specific focus?  
  What are you an expert on? 
  What do you want to be known for? 
  What is your brand personality? (Think about how people like Ash 
Ambirge, Danielle LaPorte and Marie Forleo present their personalities in 
their work.) 
  Ask trusted wedding pro friends what sets you apart. 
  “Quality” and “good customer service” aren’t unique, they’re expected. 



  When you know what sets you apart, you very rarely 
have to compete. 

  Competitors can copy your offers, style and pricing but 
they can’t copy you. This is why brand personality is SO 
important. 

  Never ever ever ever ever compete on price. There will 
always be someone willing to go out of business faster 
than you. 

Competition 



  A competitor matches your USP exactly (which is rare). 
  A Business BFF can sometimes look like a competitor 

but there is an overlap that can be complimentary. 
  The overlap may be that you both serve the same ideal 

client or you both make wedding dresses but for different 
types of people.  

Competition vs. Business BFFs 



  3 groups that are key to analyze: 
  Potential Business BFFs (these people have an overlap but aren’t 
direct competitors) 
  Competitors (these might not just be people who do the same 
thing as you, it’s more likely this group will include things like DIY 
websites) 
  People doing what you do in another industry/area of the industry 
(this will give you insights on what is working for other professionals 
and may give you ideas for products and services that you can add) 

Analyzing Competitors 



My business as an example 
  You may have seen me promote businesses like Book 
More Brides and Cake Coaching who appear to be my 
competitors. 
  We all bring different approaches and offers to our 
businesses and that sets us apart from one another. We may 
all serve wedding professionals but there isn’t just one type of 
wedding professional. 
  The overlap in our ideal client base means we can refer & 
promote each other and support each other because working 
alone is isolating.  



More on Business BFFs 
  I’m not saying you have to be BFFs with every wedding professional out 
there but when you truly know what sets you apart, no one can compete 
with that. 
  The key is befriending people who understand that business doesn’t 
have to be ruthless. 
  In my experience, the benefits of making friends in business far 
outweigh any drawbacks. There is a lot of business to go around so you 
do your thing, they’ll do theirs and you can help each other in the process. 
  The first step is just making contact and helping where you can. Who 
will you seek out? 



 Always lead by being helpful and not asking for something. 
 Start sharing their tweets like I discussed in pre-launch video 1. 
 Make a point to curate their content and share it with your 

audience. 
 Get in touch and let them know what you love about their work.  
 This is when you could ask them to jump on Skype for 30 

minutes with you so you can learn more about their business 
and how you can help each other since you share a common 
audience. You could even offer to interview them for your blog! 

How do you reach out to potential 
business BFFs? 



Competitors 
  Think outside of the obvious here. Go beyond “traditional” 

competition. 
  If you’re a photographer, this may include sites that help 

couples do their own photos and other options they may 
have. 

  You can address some of this in your marketing (like on 
your blog for instance) or figure out ways to tie it in to 
what you offer. 



Looking outside the industry/your 
immediate area 

  For this example, let’s use a wedding photographer 
  What are wedding photographers offering in other parts 

of the country/world? 
  What products/services are photographers who shoot 

events other than weddings offering? 
  The key here is to look for additional solutions to the 

problems that you ideal client has. You’ll often find 
inspiration outside of the industry. 



Quick Recap/Homework 
1.  What is your USP? What do you want to be known for? 
2.  Identify 5 potential business BFFs and start building 

relationships with them by sharing their content and helping 
where possible. 

3.  Look beyond the obvious for your competition. A customer 
may choose a DIY option over working with you, that makes 
that option competition. 

4.  Identify other geographic areas and other industries you can 
look to for product/service inspiration. 



Coming Up in Module 4 

  How to cultivate the most important asset in business 
  What the “Know-Like-Trust” factor is and how you 
can use it to book more weddings. 
  How to make use of your own superhero origin story 
in your marketing   




